The electronic spectra of the C 2n H͑D͒ Ϫ , nϭ2 -4, anions have been observed in the gas phase using photodetachment spectroscopy. These are assigned to 1 ⌸←X 1 ⌺ ϩ electronic transitions. The 1 ⌸ excited states possess a dipole bound character indicated by the energetic proximity between the origin of the transitions and electron affinities. The dipole bound states are related to the X 2 ⌸ ground states of C 6 H and C 8 H whereas for C 4 H, which has an X 2 ⌺ ϩ ground state, the 2 ⌸ is an excited state. Vibronic coupling through a bending motion of the carbon skeleton is inferred to be the reason of the stabilization of this state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Small carbon species have been the subject of extensive experimental and theoretical investigations due to their importance in material science, 1 combustion, 2, 3 and chemistry of interstellar media ͑ISM͒. 4 -8 In the ISM, C 2 H and C 4 H were among the first molecules to be identified even before their laboratory characterization. [9] [10] [11] [12] These discoveries opened the route for the detection of larger hydrocarbons, e.g., the homologous series of acetylenic carbon chain radicals, C n H, unsaturated carbenes, C n H 2 , and ring chains. 13, 14 The identification of a large number of such molecules as well as the cyanopolyynes indicates a rich hydrocarbon chemistry in circumstellar envelopes of the carbon stars, dark clouds, and in planetary atmospheres. 8 Although no definite detection has been reported, models of the interstellar chemistry predict also high abundances for C n Ϫ , C n H Ϫ , and C n H 2 Ϫ anions in the ISM. 6, 15, 16 Recently experimental studies on the rates of reactions of these with H and H 2 suggested that long carbon chain anions, C n H x Ϫ (nϾ15,xϭ0 -2), can be stable and formed in abundance in the diffuse ISM. 6, 17 The experimental results on the small C n H Ϫ anions are rather scarce. The smallest member of the odd-numbered homologues series, C 3 H Ϫ , was studied using photoelectron spectroscopy ͑PES͒ 18, 19 and recently its structure was deduced via photodetachment studies. 20 PES has been applied to the C 2n H Ϫ species, nϭ1 -4. 21, 22 In spite of their large electron detachment thresholds, the C 2n H Ϫ (nϭ2 -4) anions do not possess optically accessible low-lying bound excited states. 23, 24 The electronic transitions of the large anions (n ϭ9 -20) have been observed in the gas phase. 25, 26 In this contribution the electronic transitions of the C 2n H Ϫ , nϭ2 -4, anions were studied in the gas phase using photodetachment spectroscopy in the vicinity of their electron detachment threshold, 3 
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup and the spectroscopic technique were described in a previous publication. 25 Hydrocarbon anions were generated in a pulsed supersonic expansion of a mixture of 0.5% C 2 H 2 (C 2 D 2 ) seeded in argon or helium coupled to an electric discharge. Part of the plasma entered through a skimmer into a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer ͑TOF-MS͒. Near the end of the TOF tube, the massselected C n H Ϫ bunch was intersected by the frequencydoubled output of a tunable dye laser ͑4 mJ/pulse; bandwidth ϳ0.2 cm Ϫ1 ͒ pumped by a Nd:YAG laser. The neutrals produced by the electron detachment process were collected by a multichannel plate detector at the end of the TOF, while anions are deflected perpendicularly to a second ion detector. The photodetachment signal was normalized by the laser power and the parent ion signal. The fundamental frequency ͑1064 nm͒ of the Nd:YAG laser was used for the detachment step ͑50 mJ/pulse͒ to investigate the bound excited states of the anions in a 1ϩ1Ј two-color process. Overview scans were recorded with 0.6 cm Ϫ1 laser step and several others with smaller step ͑ϳ0.1 cm
Ϫ1
͒ to resolve the rotational lines.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Results
The vibrationally resolved photodetachment spectra of the C 2n H Ϫ (nϭ2 -4) anions were recorded with a one-color technique near their thresholds. These spectra are shown in Fig. 1 . The total signal above the electron detachment threshold is a superposition of the direct transition to the continuum 31 as well as transitions to anion excited states a͒ Electronic mail: thomas.pino@unibas.ch b͒ followed by autodetachment. The latter give rise to the narrow bands. The observation of the bands located below the electron detachment threshold indicates the presence of the bound excited states of the anions. The photodetachment spectra of C 4 H Ϫ and C 8 H Ϫ are characterized by lowfrequency vibrational progressions, whereas the spectrum of C 6 H Ϫ apparently shows one strong and a number of less intense bands. In addition to the narrow-band progression, the photodetachment spectrum of C 8 H Ϫ comprises a broadband system.
The electron detachment threshold can be estimated from the spectra as 3.561Ϯ0.01, 3.796Ϯ0.005, and 3.956 Ϯ0.01 eV for C 4 H Ϫ , C 6 H Ϫ , and C 8 H Ϫ , respectively. For C 4 H Ϫ and C 6 H Ϫ this was done by visual extrapolation of the rising curves to their onset. In the case of C 8 H Ϫ this is obscured by the broadband system, except that between the two sharp resonances near 32 000 cm Ϫ1 there is an apparent increase in the detachment signal ͑see the position of the arrow in Fig. 1͒ . These values are in agreement with the PES data. 22 In the case of C 6 H Ϫ a sharp increase in the cross section indicates a rather similar geometry of the ground states of the anion and neutral. This is consistent with ab initio calculations of the structures and frequencies. 32 The second threshold corresponding to the first excited 2 ⌸ state of C 6 H Ϫ is detected at 1420Ϯ50 cm Ϫ1 above the lowest one close to the position found in the PES ͑1460 Ϯ50 cm Ϫ1 ͒.
B. C 4 H
À
The photodetachment spectra of C 4 H͑D͒ Ϫ are shown in more detail in Fig. 2 . The most intense bands, A1-A4, comprise a low-frequency vibrational progression indicating a change of geometry upon excitation. The A1 band lies ϳ51 cm Ϫ1 below the photodetachment threshold energy and its intensity is enhanced when the two-color photodetachment technique is applied. Thus, this band corresponds to a bound-bound electronic transition and is assigned as the origin. The photodetachment spectrum of C 4 D Ϫ is similar and the isotopic shift is 26.5 cm Ϫ1 to the red. In addition, progressions of less intense bands, x0-x4, are observed in both C 4 H Ϫ and C 4 D Ϫ spectra. These were identified as hot bands because their intensity can be varied with experimental conditions. The positions of the band maxima and assignments are given in Table I .
The anharmonic vibrational progression ͑bands A1-A4͒ involving the low frequency motion of 212 ͑196 for C 4 
Ϫ1 is assigned to the 7 bending mode according to ab initio calculations in the anion ground state. 33 In the PES studies this mode was found to compose the vibrational progressions in the X 2 ⌺ ϩ ground state and the close-lying 2 ⌸ excited state of neutral C 4 H, and its frequency was measured to be 226 ͑210͒ cm Ϫ1 in the former and 201 ͑185͒ cm Ϫ1 in the latter state for C 4 H͑D͒ Ϫ . 22 The small change of this fre- quency upon deuteration provides evidence that it is a carbon skeleton bending motion.
The two-color photodetachment studies of the A1 band are shown in Fig. 3 . The two sub-bands are characteristic of a ⌺ -⌺ and ⌸ -⌺ type transition. 34 Observation of hybrid band structure is an indication of a bent-linear or bent-bent electronic transition with parallel and perpendicular components and a bent upper state. The molecule is then an asymmetric top but is close to a prolate symmetric top. The quantum number K of the angular momentum about the top axis is well defined and the rotational energy levels follow the symmetric-top formulas with the selection rules: ⌬KϭKЈϪKЉϭ0 for parallel and Ϯ1 perpendicular transitions. The ⌺ -⌺-like component corresponds to ⌬Kϭ0 and the ⌸Ϫ⌺-like component to ⌬Kϭ1 transition, respectively. The separation between the parallel and perpendicular band leads to the determination of the rotational constant A. This is Aϳ30.5 and 30 cm Ϫ1 ͑Ϯ1 cm Ϫ1 ͒ in the excited states of the C 4 H Ϫ and C 4 D Ϫ , respectively ͑Table I͒. The similar value is a further indication that the observed excited state has a bent carbon skeleton consistent with the active motion 7 . Furthermore, the presence of hybrid bands in the bentlinear transition indicates that it occurs between two vibronic states of the same symmetry and that the transition moment lies in the plane of the molecule. Because C 4 H Ϫ has an X 1 ⌺ ϩ ground state, the observed spectrum is assigned to the 1 AЈ←X 1 ⌺ ϩ ( 1 AЈ) electronic transition of C 4 H͑D͒ Ϫ . As revealed from the intensity ratio between the two components ͑Fig. 3͒, the transition moment is mainly perpendicular. In the linear ground state only the electronic and vibrational angular momenta contribute to KЉ, that is KЉϭ͉lϩ⌳͉, and lead to Kϭ1 for transitions arising from one quantum excitation of a bending mode. Thus, for the hot bands two components should be observed corresponding to Kϭ0←1 and Kϭ2←1. The separation between these two components is ϳ4Aϭ120 cm Ϫ1 . Hot bands arising from one quantum excitation of 7 and 6 in the anion ground state are assigned according to this band type and provide evidence for a linear ground state. These lead to frequencies of 219 ͑212͒Ϯ5 and 430 ͑396͒Ϯ5 cm Ϫ1 for C 4 H͑D͒ Ϫ in the ground state, respectively, in agreement with the ab initio predictions 33 and consistent with the PES studies. 22 Thus, the frequencies of the main active mode 7 are found to be comparable in all different states, although the anion excited state is bent, and indicate a flat potential along the bending coordinate.
C. C 6 H
À
The photodetachment spectra of C 6 H͑D͒ Ϫ are shown in Fig. 4 . The A1 band in the spectrum corresponds to a boundbound transition of C 6 H͑D͒ Ϫ , as is indicated from two-color photodetachment observations. This band is assigned to the origin of the electronic transition and the isotopic shift is 30 cm Ϫ1 to the red. The position of the band maxima and assignments are given in Table II .
Theoretical calculations of the vibrational structure in the ground electronic state of C 6 H Ϫ and C 6 H were reported 32 and are used for the assignment. Two totally symmetric stretching motions of the carbon skeleton, 5 and 6 , are found at 684 ͑680͒Ϯ5 and 1140Ϯ5 cm
Ϫ1
, respectively ͑Table II͒. The most active mode is the 9 bending and is also involved in the observed hot bands. The band x0 is assigned to double quantum excitation of the 9 mode in the ground state ͑Table II͒ and the band x4 can be due to the hot band 9 1 1 according to the increase of 9 frequency in the excited state. The band A4 is assigned to a double quantum excitation of 9 , 9 0 2 . This assignment suggests a rather strong anharmonicity in the excited state and leads to the estimated frequencies of 430 ͑416͒ and 550 ͑531͒ cm Ϫ1 in the ground and excited states of C 6 H͑D͒ Ϫ , respectively. Other hot bands ͑x2, x3͒ involve the low-frequency motion 10 and/or 11 . As for C 4 H Ϫ , a small change upon deuteration indicates that mainly carbon skeleton motions are involved. However, the intensity of the origin and the vibrational assignment emphasize that both states are linear.
D. C 8 H
À
The photodetachment spectrum of C 8 H Ϫ is shown in Fig.  1 . Three narrow bands are observed near the photodetachment threshold and are superimposed on a broadband system ͓Fig. 1͔. The first broad feature has a Lorentzian line shape and the full width at half maximum is ϳ160 cm Ϫ1 , corresponding to a lifetime of ϳ35 fs, close to the period of the fastest nuclear motion. This is suggestive of ultrafast nonadiabatic dynamics. This width leads to spectral congestion and only the first two members of a vibrational progression of ϳ477 cm Ϫ1 can be identified. Two color studies were not conclusive to determine if the latter transitions correspond to bound-bound or bound-free transitions. The position of the band maxima and assignments are given in Table III. Considerable difference in the bandwidth of these two systems leads to the conclusion that the observed spectrum corresponds to different electronic transitions or isomers of C 8 H Ϫ . The observation of the broadband system is consistent with recently reported gas-phase spectra of larger C n H Ϫ anions. 24, 25 For such carbon chains the linear dependence of the wavelength of the electronic origin versus the number of carbon atoms places the origin band of C 8 H Ϫ at 325.0Ϯ6 nm. This is in agreement with the present experimental result, 326.8Ϯ0.1 nm. No definitive vibrational assignment is given because the frequency could correspond to bending or to the lowest stretching mode.
The narrow-band system is assigned to a singlet-singlet transition of the linear isomer with a X 1 ⌺ ϩ ground state as for C 4 H Ϫ and C 6 H Ϫ . Although the vibrational frequencies in the X 1 ⌺ ϩ ground state of C 8 H Ϫ were not calculated, the observed frequency in the narrow-band system is assigned to a carbon skeleton bending mode (⌬ϭϮ0,2,4,...), and in the excited state the frequency is 160 cm Ϫ1 .
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Electronic structure
The dominant electronic configuration of the neutral C 2n H ground state is . . . 4 1 for nϭ1,2, and . . . 2 3 for nу3, 23, [35] [36] [37] [38] giving X 2 ⌺ ϩ and X 2 ⌸ states, respectively. Therefore, the related anions are closed-shell molecular systems with a X 1 ⌺ ϩ ground state and the stability of these configurations accounts for the high electron affinity of their neutral analogues. 22, [39] [40] [41] Two excitation schemes have to be considered for the C 2n H Ϫ anions. The →* promotion leads to triplet and singlet ⌸ excited states while →* 
1 ⌺ ϩ . The former one was recently detected in the gas phase for larger C 2n H Ϫ (nϾ4) anions 25 and the origin position of C 8 H Ϫ was measured at 284.3 nm in a neon matrix. 24 Deduction of the positions for C 6 H Ϫ and C 4 H Ϫ can be made considering a simple free-electron model, a onedimensional box of the size of the carbon chain. 42, 43 By extrapolation of the data available for this homologous series, the origin of the electronic transitions can be predicted at 240 and 196 nm for C 6 H Ϫ and C 4 H Ϫ , respectively, and these lie far above the photodetachment threshold. The 1 ⌸←X 1 ⌺ ϩ electronic transition is calculated at higher energy ͑4.29 eV
23
͒ for C 6 H Ϫ than the observed spectrum (ϳ3.77 eV͒. Although the discrepancy is not so large, the wavelength of the origin of these electronic transitions is decreasing with the chain size in contradiction with the common behavior of such carbon chains. 42, 43 The spectra of the C 2n H Ϫ anions recorded in this study are assigned to the transition occurring between the ground electronic state and the dipole bound excited state ͑DBS͒. These states correspond to an electron weakly bound in the field of the dipole of the neutral core with a dipole moment у2 D. 27 In the case of C 6 H Ϫ and C 8 H 
B. Vibronic coupling
In general the geometry of a DBS is similar to that of the parent neutral radical. 27 This is accounted for by the weak interaction of the loosely bound electron with the neutral core. In the case of C 6 H Ϫ and C 8 H Ϫ a linear geometry is deduced as for the neutral, although a carbon skeleton bending mode is active. The binding energy also increases with the value of the dipole moment of the neutral parent radical. According to laser induced fluorescence 45 and photoelectron studies, 22 there is no clear evidence for a bent geometry of C 4 H in either the X 2 ⌺ ϩ or the 2 ⌸ states. Ab initio studies and the microwave spectrum are also consistent with a linear geometry in the ground state. 44, 46 However, the bent geometry in the DBS of C 4 H Ϫ is deduced unambiguously from the rotational analysis and only the 1 AЈ component of the 1 ⌸ state is observed. This bent structure is due to a strong Renner-Teller ͑RT͒ interaction with the v 7 carbon skeleton bending mode being the active coordinate. It is considered as responsible for the stabilization of the DBS because its binding energy is larger than the C 6 H Ϫ one, although the dipole moment of C 4 H Ϫ is lower. This motion is also involved for the vibronic coupling in the neutral. 22 It is noteworthy that the 1 AЈ component of the 1 ⌸ state is bent in the anion, whereas the 2 AЈ component of the 2 ⌸ state remains linear in the neutral, presumably because of the repulsion with the X 2 ⌺ ϩ ground state. Recently, similar Renner-Teller effects were also inferred in the 3 ⌸ DBS of C 3 H Ϫ . 20 Interaction with the 1 ⌸ valence state might play a role also, though no direct evidence for this is observed.
In the C 4 H Ϫ photodetachment spectrum a systematic broadening of the bands toward higher energy is observed. The four bands composing the vibrational progression exhibit a full width at half maximum of ϳ5, 10, 20, and 25 cm Ϫ1 ͑Ϯ20%͒. This points to a lifetime broadening due to the autodetachment mechanism and the rate increases with the vibrational energy above the electron detachment threshold. However, the bent structure of C 4 H Ϫ in the DBS should lower the autodetachment rate because of an unfavorable Franck-Condon factor. These short lifetimes are interpreted as due to the possibility of forming the neutral in the 2 ⌸ state during the detachment process and to the comparable value of the 7 mode in the neutral electronic states and in the DBS. This dynamic behavior is consistent with the 2 ⌸ state located ϳ160 cm Ϫ1 above the ground state.
22
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The photodetachment spectra of the C 2n H Ϫ , nϭ2 -4, anions were studied near their lowest electron detachment threshold. These exhibit sharp transitions although these anions do not possess optically accessible valence excited states in the examined spectral range. The presence of the dipole bound excited states is deduced from the observation that the transition is related to the electron detachment threshold which is increasing with the size of the chain, unlike electronic transitions between valence states which are decreasing in energy for carbon chains. The X 2 ⌸ ground state of the C 6 H Ϫ and C 8 H Ϫ have a large enough dipole moment to support the DBS. But, in the case of C 4 H Ϫ the DBS is related to the nearby-lying excited 2 ⌸ state which is stabilized by a Renner-Teller effect strong enough to permanently maintain the bent structure. Also, by similarity with C 3 H Ϫ , 20 it seems that vibronic coupling such as the RennerTeller effect, if present, is stronger in the DBS than in the ground state of the neutral leading to different geometries as presently observed for C 4 H Ϫ . It can be understood because the Renner-Teller effect has its origin in the multipole field induced by the bending motions in the molecular plane and the DBS are bound by a charge-dipole interaction.
DBS are found to exist for the polar carbon chains which have been studied, H 2 CN Ϫ , 28 l-C 3 H 2 Ϫ , 29,30 C 3 H Ϫ , 20 and the C 2n H Ϫ , nϭ2 -4. These can serve as doorway states [47] [48] [49] in the formation of the anion from the neutral by enhancing the cross section for the electron attachment. This mechanism was suggested for the formation of l-C 3 H 2 Ϫ anion under interstellar conditions in diffuse interstellar clouds 50 and could be important for carbon chain anion formation in the ISM because most of the detected molecules possess a dipole moment. It has been proposed that the electronic transition to a DBS could contribute to the diffuse interstellar band absorption. 51 In the case of the C 2n H radical the electron affinity is too large 41, 52 to be in the DIB range.
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